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Abstract
Liver fibrosis is a wound healing process involves inflammation, extracellular matrix deposition, and
vascularization. It results from chronic injuries and often progresses to cirrhosis. However, many studies
proposed that fibrosis regression occurred when the underlying etiology is removed. Thus, this study
aimed to investigate the histological events of hepatic fibrosis regression after removing the causative
agent. Three groups of rats were assigned, control, dimethylnitrosamine (DMN) to induce fibrosis
(10 mg/kg/day, 3 days/week for 3 weeks), and DMN cessation group to monitor fibrosis regression(at
the fourth week). Statistical analysis was performed by one-way analysis of variance (ANOVA). DMN
administration demonstrated a significant decrease of body weight, as well as a marked increase of
inflammatory infiltrate, collagen fibers deposition, bile ducts proliferation, new blood vessels formation,
and necrosis. However, cessation of DMN caused a marked alleviation of the histopathological findings
including, body weight, inflammatory infiltrates, bile ducts proliferation as well as necrosis. On the other
hand, vascular remodeling continued through collagen fibers deposition and branching to the adjacent
blood vessels, substituting the parenchyma with scar tissue. Subsequently resorbed, and displayed large
luminal vascular structures which called angiogenesis. In conclusion, removal of the etiology clearly
declined the necro-inflammatory level along with ducts proliferation. However, fibrosis had progressed to
cirrhosis which may correlate to angiogenesis.
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Introduction

Liver fibrosis is a significant health problem results from dysregulation of normal wound healing, includes inflammation,
activation of myofibroblasts, and deposition of extracellular
matrix (ECM). Chronic liver injury results in death of hepatocytes and formation of apoptotic bodies, which in turn, release
factors that recruit inflammatory cells (neutrophils, monocytes,
macrophages, and lymphocytes) to the injured liver. Several
studies have revealed that hepatic fibrosis can reverse and
regress upon cessation of liver injury. Regression of liver
fibrosis is accompanied by the disappearance of fibrogenic
myofibroblasts followed by resorption of the fibrous scar [1].
After acute injury, the liver can restore its complete mass and
original architecture in a fairly short time even when a large
fraction of the organ is destroyed. In contrast, chronic liver
injury induced by repetitive tissue damage,results in impaired

regenerative capacity marked by altered inflammatory infiltrate
and a chronic wound healing response [2,3]. The response
to chronic injury also includes necrosis and/or apoptosis of
parenchymal cells and their substitution by ECM. Furthermore,
the wound healing process becomes pathogenic if it progressively replaces parenchyma with scar tissue and destroys the
liver vascular architecture, eventually causing organ dysfunction. Studies suggested therapies for chronic liver disease by
removing the causative agent [4]. Liver fibrosis is a dynamic
process that can be regulated either by pausing progression
and/or promoting resolution. This involves a complicated process concerning parenchymal and non-parenchymal liver cells,
as well as infiltrating immune cells. Chronic hepatocyte death
via apoptosis or necrosis is a critical step. Cell death induces
activation of inflammatory and pro-fibrogenic pathways in
non-parenchymal cells and infiltrating immune cells, which
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trigger fibrosis progression, but may contribute to fibrosis
resolution [2,3,5]. Resolution of fibrosis refers to hepatic
stellate cell (HSC) apoptosis, senescence, or quiescence [6].
Hepatocytes death leads to the release of cellular contents
(DNA and damage-associated molecular patterns (DAMPs) and
reactive oxygen species (ROS) that activate Kupffer cells [7,8].
Oxidative stress contributes to the overexpression of critical
genes related to ECM remodeling and inflammation as well
as to all fibrogenic disorders, which results in chronic tissue
damage [9]. Hepatic macrophages (Kupffer cells) coordinate
the regenerative response during acute injury. However, drive
fibrosis progression during chronic injury. Interestingly, macrophages are the fuel and brake of liver fibrosis progression
and resolution. In addition, hepatic macrophages drive HSC
activation [10].
Angiogenesis is the formation of new vessels from preexisting vessels caused by diminished oxygen transport to
the parenchyma, which takes place in several organs during
growth and repair of injured tissues. Angiogenesis is a fundamental part of tumor progression and contributes to the
pathogenesis of different inflammatory, fibroproliferative
and ischemic diseases [11]. However, recent data ofchronic
liver diseases (CLDs) have revealed that angiogenesis might
contribute to the progression of fibrosis during the wound
healing process in chronic liver damage [12,13].
This study aims to provide an overview of the histopathological events of liver fibrosis progression and/or regression in
rat model, during DMN administration and elimination. The
clarification of the mechanisms underlying these events is
fundamentally important for establishing antifibrotic therapies.

Materials and methods
Chemicals

N-Nitrosodimethylamine (dimethyl n-nitrosamine; DMN) Cat
no: 591068 N Nitrosodimethylamine-d6, 98 atom% d sigma
(St. Louis, MO, USA).

Experimental Animals and Design

Twenty eight (28) male albino Wistar rats weighing (90-116 g)
were obtained from the animal house of King Fahd Research
Medical Center at King Abdulaziz University, Jeddah, Saudi
Arabia. Animals were housed in a well-ventilated temperature
controlled room at 22±23°C with 12 hours light and dark
cycles. Food consisted of standard laboratory rat chow with
free access to water, and care was taken to avoid all stressful
conditions. Institutional Animal Ethical Committee permission
was obtained before performing the experiments.
Rats were divided into three groups. The control(n=14)
received saline administered orally via gastric intubation.
Seven rats were sacrificed after three weeks, 21 days. The
rest (n=7) continued treatment and sacrificed after one more
week, 28 days. The DMN (n=7) administered at a dose of10
mg/kg/day (10 µl DMN diluted to 1 ml with 0.15 M sterile Na
Cl) via intraperitoneal injection in the first three days of each
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week for three weeks [14,15] to induce liver fibrosis. Rats in
group 3 (n=7) received the same amount of DMN for three
weeks. On the fourth week received normal saline. Animals
were weighed at the beginning of each week.

Statistical analysis

Values for body and liver weights are expressed as mean
value ± SD. Statistical analysis was performed by one-way
analysis of variance (ANOVA) using SPSS 23.0 software (SPSS
Inc., USA). Statistical significance was estimated by one way
ANOVA. P<0.05 was considered statistically significant.

Histological studies

Animals were sacrificed after 21 (control and DMN) and 28
days(control and DMN cessation) under ether anesthesia by
cervical dislocation. The livers were weighed, and fixed in
10% neutral buffered formalin for histological study by light
microscopy.

Results

The average body weight of the DMN treated group after
21days was significantly low compared to the control. However, this significance decreased after removal of DMN. On
the other hand, the relative liver weight of DMN group was
higher than the control after 21 days(DMN group), but lower
than the control after DMN cessation (Table 1).
Table 1. Effect of DMN administration and cessation on body and
liver weights of rats.
Body weight
(g)

Control
G1

DMN
Administration
(G2)
99.80±3.83
110.80±4.96
120.60±12.72 121.40±8.96
153.40±9.71 148.80±12.67
188.20±18.55 160.60±8.38*
206.33±32.88 -88.5%
44.9%*

DMN
Cessation
(G3)
----209.25±2.21
--

Day 0
Day 7
Day 14
Day 21
Day 28
Ratio of total
increase in body
weight (21 days)
Ratio of total
106.74%
-88.85%
increase in body
weight (28 days)
Liver weight Day 21 9.81±.47
9.32±1.20
-Liver weight Day 28 10.31±.82
-9.35±2.21
Relative Liver
5.2%
5.8%
-weight (21d)
Relative Liver
5%
-4.47%
weight (28d)
Results are presented as mean±SEMP≤0.05. *Indicates a significant
difference between rats treated with DMN and control group.

Histological sections obtained from the liver tissues of all
groups were examined using light microscopy. The control
liver showed normal liver architecture (Figures 1A, 2A and 3A).
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Figure 1. Collagen fibers in liver sectionsof rat.
(A) control, normal histology with typical lobular architecture
(B). DMN, disrupted vascular architecture with vasodilation
and collagen deposition around the portal area. Sprouting
and budding of vascular structures with bundles of collagen
fibers surrounding portal areas displaying bridging fibrosis
(long arrow). Bile ducts proliferation (arrows). (C&D) DMN
cessation, dilatation of central and portal veins with fibrous
septa link portal tracts creating large luminal tubules, ECM
remodeling (arrow). Note, collagenous septa invading the liver
parenchyma reaching to the adjacent veins. (MTS. X10 A, B,
D; X4C).

However, administration of DMN for 21 days induced severe
histopathological changes in the liver tissue. The lobular
and vascular architecture was destructed and the liver organization was distorted. Masson’s trichrome stained sections
demonstrated well developed portal fibrosis as well as severe
disruption of vascular architecture. Portal veins were dilated
and branched into the adjacent parenchyma. Septa of fibrous
tissue joined portal tracts to portal tracts. The general pattern
of the liver architecture was irregular, with bridging fibrosis
and extensive proliferation of the bile ducts and ductules
(Figure 1B). H&E staining demonstrated vascular thrombosis
in many portal veins as well as focal congestion with marked
dilatation and deformation of portal veins.Venous walls were
thickened to the point where it resembled an artery. Early
cirrhosis was noticed in many areas. Portal tracts become
progressively expanded and infiltrated by lymphocytes and
collagenous septa displaying bridging necrosis and bridging
fibrosis (Figure 2B). Incomplete septal cirrhosis characterized by
delicate and fragmented or blind ending fibrous septa associated with destructed vessels was evident. Necrosis commonly
occurred in the periportal areas, the cords of hepatocytes
were very irregular (Figure 2D), large groups of hepatocytes
were degenerated and greatly swollen. Subsequently, they
become necrotic and lysed (Figure 3B).
Up on cessation of DMN for a week, histological examination
of this group revealed considerably altered liver architecture
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Figure 2. Vascularization of fibrotic liver sections of rat.
(A) control. (B). DMN, early cirrhosis, bile ducts proliferation
(thick arrows), with thickening of portal vein wall. Note
muscular hypertrophy of hepatic vein branch (thin arrow).
(C). DMN cessation, Endothelial cell proliferation and lumen
formation. Distortion of vascular architecture displaying
angiogenesis with large luminal thin walled vascular structures.
(D). DMN extended inflammatory infiltrates. (E). DMN
cessation. Anoticeble reduction of inflammatory infiltrate
and necrosis. Segments of bile ducts have been destroyed and
almost no bile ducts remain in the portal tracts. Note. Portal
tracts remnants (arrows), and hemorrhagic portal vein (thin
arrow). Hepatocytes appear comparatively normal. (H&E, X10
A, B, C, D; X20 E).

with dilated and linked vascular structures extended through
the liver tissue. Trichrome staining exhibited collagenous septa
migrated between vascular structures destroying the liver’s
parenchyma reaching to the adjacent vessels (Figures 1C and
1D). Luminal thin wall vessels extended through the liver tissue
were clearly evident. Necrosis, inflammatory infiltrates as well
as bile ducts proliferation all were markedly reduced after cessation of DMN compared to DMN administration. Portal and
central veins were indistinguishable due to the obliteration
of the bile ducts. Large bile ducts were no longer visible and
were destroyed or obliterated (Figures 2C and 2E). Mild atrophy
of hepatic cords around the central vein resulted in widening
and dilation of the sinusoids. Increased number of Kupffer cells
as well as hepatocyte’s apoptosis was clearly noticed in this
group (Figures 3C and 3D). Thrombosis and sinusoidal congestion was commonly reduced compared to DMN treatment.
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Figure 3. Apoptosis and Kupffer cell recruitment in liver
sections of rat.
(A). Control. (B), DMN, lymphocytic inflammation and
necrosis (arrow), with congested sinusoids, and damaged
hepatocytes (H). (C). DMN cessation, increased apoptosis
(arrows). (D). DMN cessation, sinusoidal dilatation and
Kupffer cell recruitments (arrows). (H&E. X40).

Discussion

Liver fibrosis is a reversible wound healing response to acute
or chronic cellular injury. During acute injury, the changes in
liver architecture are reversible. However, with chronic injury,
there is progressive substitution of the liver parenchyma by
scar tissue. Although the liver has a remarkable capacity to
regenerate, fibrosis progress slowly to cirrhosis [6]. In the present study, a kind of communication and signaling between
cells was noticed though the disappearance of the nuclei and
eosinophilia of the cytoplasm may be as a result of α smooth
muscle actin expression, Subsequently, collagen fibers deposit
and extend to the adjacent veins. Afterwards, resorption of
the scar occurs and vascular structures are linked together.
The architecture of the liver was disrupted. The present study
revealed a marked increase in extended luminal vascular
structures after cessation of DMN. Thus, distorting the liver
vascular architecture and eventually lead to organ dysfunction.
These vascular structures may be appeared due to a change
in the fenestrations of the endothelial cells as a result of ROS
from the DMN which is capable of transforming endothelial
cells into a vascular type. In chronic hepatitis and cirrhosis
especially primary biliary cirrhosis (PBC), with the formation
of a true basement membrane liver sinusoidal endothelial
cells (LSECs) frequently undergo transformation into continuous or vascular type endothelial cells possessing a basement
membrane and no fenestrae in patients with biliary cirrhosis
[16-19]. The transformation of LSECs is important for disease
progression and explains some of the pathological hallmarks
of the cirrhotic liver. Transforming LSECs into a vascular type
may play an important role in the development of hepatocel-
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lular failure and portal hypertension [19].
The unique arrangement of the normal sinusoidal endothelium is likely to facilitate the large exchanges that take
place between hepatocytes and the blood. It is known that
the formation of basement membrane and changes in LSECs
will interfere with the bidirectional exchange of molecules
and therefore have harmful effects on liver function, such as
decreased sinusoidal compliance with increased resistance
to blood flow, and may contribute to development of portal
hypertension in PBC. Babbs et al. [18] have discussed other
consequences that may result from these changes, such as
development of cirrhosis by causing ischemic atrophy of
hepatocytes, thereby leading to increased fibrogenesis and
compensatory hypertrophy of neighboring hepatocytes.
Changes in venous blood flow are thought to occur as a
complication of fibrosis and vascular lesions. A recent study
by Stefan G. Hübscher [20] proposed endothelial mesenchymal transition as a mechanism for occlusion of small portal
vein in portal hypertension. Furthermore, the development
of shunt vessels is a compensatory way of the obliteration
of small portal vein branches. Foci of sinusoidal dilatation
with variable congestion were resulted from parenchymal
hyperfusion which developed as a result of shunt vessels [21].
The present study disagrees with the previous studies
that reported upon removal of the etiological source of
the chronic injury, regression of liver fibrosis is associated
with decreased cytokines and ECM production, increased
collagenase activity, disappearance of collagen producing
myofibroblast population and resorption of the fibrous scar
[2,22,23]. The present study has clearly revealed a decrease
in the extent of necro-inflammation, but no regression in
fibrosis upon removal of the etiology. This is in accordance
with the study of Hézode et al. [24]. Another perspective
agrees that control and clearance of the underlying causative etiology can slow down fibrosis progression and lead to
fibrosis regression [25]. In other words, myofibroblasts may
undergo apoptosis and inactivation when the underlying
causative etiologies are removed.
Previous studies has correlated fibrosis and angiogenesis
and contributed the progression of fibrosis during the wound
healing process in chronic liver damage to angiogenesis
[12,13]. Many recent studies correlate angiogenesis with the
progression of fibrosis in CLDs at the-end point of cirrhosis.
In other words, the persistence of tissue damage and inflammation perpetuates the activation of endothelial cells (ECs)
resulting in the increase of vascular permeability and promoting chemokine-mediated recruitment of inflammatory cells.
These cells can produce angiogenic cytokines and growth
factors that stimulate the proliferation and migration of ECs
that are necessary for the formation of new vessels [26,27].
Sprouting and branching of endothelial cells (ECs)is the first
step of angiogenesis. In quiescent state ECs adhere to each
other and to extracellular matrix (ECM) through junctions to
provide tightness to establish a barrier, and allow intercellular
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communications. Stimulus increases vascular permeability
results in leakage from vessels as well as influences branching
of new vessels, deposition of ECM and formation of basement
membrane [28,29]. Continuous capillarization of sinusoids occurs and causes the loss of specific endothelial fenestrations.
This process together with the accumulation of fibrotic tissue
provokes vascular resistance and diminishes the transport of
oxygen to the parenchyma (hypoxia) leading to up-regulation
of pro-angiogenic mechanisms via hypoxia [30].
Previous study explained the existence of activated Kupffer
cells that reside in hepatic sinusoids as seen in the present
study, may contribute to angiogenesis by their ability to
release of ROS and platelet-activating factor. An increase of
ROS and nitrogen species may induce new vessel formation
by the stimulation of TNF, NO, HIF-1 and VEGF expressions [31].

Conclusion

Although the inflammatory infiltrates and necrosis were
markedly decreased by the removal of the causative agent,
but vascular remodeling or, angiogenesis, was increased implicating no fibrosis regression. Angiogenesis may contribute
to the progression of fibrosis.
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